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ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model rocketeers of all ages, abilities, and

interest. We are committed to providing the most current, up-to-date

information on model and real world rocketry, and to provide

educational material, as well as, entertaining information.

ZOG-43 is published bi-monthly and is available to anyone on a

subscription basis: $10 for email; $1 5 for meeting pickup; $20 for US

postal mail delivery.

Material in ZOG -43 is copyrighted. Free and unlimited reproduction is

granted with the proper credit to the author and/or ZOG-43.

If you have any questions about ZOG- 43, NARHAMS, subscriptions,

or if you have any comment(s), correspondence, or if you’d like to

submit an article, send them to:

ZOG-43

1 404 Sweet Cherry Court Severn, MD 211 44

E-Mail us at: zog43editor@yahoo.com

About NARHAMS

The National Association ofRocketry Headquarters Astro Modeling

Section, or NARHAMS, serves Baltimore, the state ofMaryland.,

Washington, DC and the surrounding Metropolitan areas. The club is a

section (#139) of the National Association ofRocketry (NAR).

We are the oldest continuously active model rocket club in the United

States, first established as a high school club in 1963, changing our

name to NARHAMS when chartered as a NAR section in 1965.

NARHAMS is the only seven time winner of the NAR “Section of the

Year” award (1997, 1 998, 1 999, 2001 , 2004, 2006, and 2007).

NARHAMS members regularly fly their model rockets at NASA’s

Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt Md, at Old National

Regional park near Mt. Airy, Md. and at the Carroll County Agriculture

Center, near Westminster, Md.

NARHAMS welcomes all to our monthly meetings and launches.

For details, dates and directions to our club, meetings and launches, go

to:

http://narhams.org

Welcome New Members

Will iam Cooper

Kevin Smith

ZOG ROYAL COURT
(NARHAMS OFFICERS)

ZOG (President) Alex Mankevich

VICE ZOG (Vice-President) Frank Panek

COLLECTOR OF THE ROYAL TAXES
(Treasurer) Maria Ha

KEEPER OF THE HOLY WORDS (Secretary)
Chris Kidwell

COURT JESTER (Section Advisor) Mark Wise

RAMTEC-1 7 Regional Information

SPAAR will be hosting RAMTEC-17 Regional Meet at

Fort Indiantown Gap, PA on Labor Day weekend

(Saturday and Sunday). Complete info and registration

forms are available at www.spaar.org/ramtec.

The events are:

1 /4A Parachute Duration

1 /2A Streamer Duration Multi-Round

1 /2A Helicopter Duration

1 /2A Rocket Glider Duration

B Eggloft Altitude

There will not be a designated meet hotel for this event.

There are several hotels close by in Grantville, PA just off

the interstate.

It has been a few years since we have held a regional, but

we are hoping that you will be able to fit RAMTEC into

your contest flying plans for the 2014-2015 contest year.

Please pass this info on to the members of your sections.

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact

me.

Glenn Feveryear (glenn.feveryear@verizon.net)
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Goddard launch pics

Even though the club did not have a launch until March, Goddard DID have launches in Feburary and March.

(January was cancelled due to the evil word, SNOW, not being cleared around the Visitor Center). We did have

some nice days, and Jef Fineran was good about getting some nice pictures, AND getting some rockets out the

of trees.

Here is hoping for much better weather.

Above: Jim Filler helping

out at the Feb Goddard

launch. Bubbles is

pushing people's

buttons again.

Above: A nice rocket

landing.

Left: The "Winter" set up,

with a rocket launching.

Below: Richard Crisco

checking out a rocket while

an Alpha is launched.

A core sample from the March launch. Luckily, the ground is

very soft. . . probably from too much snow.
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As we serve others – others honor us.
By Alex Mankevich

As spring heats up - so does the NARHAMS outreach

calendar. We already have members outreaching in full

swing. Richard Crisco is busy coordinating the scout

launches and is spearheading the Wood Acres launch on

April 4th. Mark Wise has been dutifully responding to

email inquiries for NARHAMS help in rocket build and

fly sessions. Jim Miers had been mentoring TARC teams

and was present to provide guidance at the March AG

Center launch. Tom Ha graciously served as official

witness to teams performing their qualifying

launches at the AG Center. Jennifer Ash-Poole and

Mark Wise were the launch managers and they

bravely kept the range open late into that cold,

wintry afternoon so that a TARC team was given

ample opportunity to qualify. I’m sure other

NARHAMSters such as Frank Panek and Kevin

Johnson are also mentoring TARC teams and will be

volunteering at the Finals is May. Jennifer will also

be coordinating what we’re sure will be a busy day at the

Goddard April 6th launch. Alex Mankevich will be

coordinating NARHAMS participation at the Rockville

Science Day at Montgomery College on April 6th.

For those readers who haven’t had their morning coffee

yet, that’s two, count ‘em, two major events NARHAMS

is tackling on the same day. NARHAMS has been a

constant and devoted participant at the Rockville Science

Day for the past 25 years. We can thank Ole Ed Pearson

for spearheading our high-profile presence at Science

Day. Ed’s hard work and dedication to bringing model

rocketry to the public hadn’t gone unnoticed. Ole Ed will

be honored by the Rockville Consortium for Science

during the opening ceremony for this year’ Science Day.

Ole Ed is being (rightfully) treated as a Dignitary and will

participate in the Color Guard / Bag Pipe procession to the

ceremonial center. Brendan O'Bryan, who will be

representing the USA team at the upcoming FAI World

Space Modeling Championships in Bulgaria, and Bob

Ekman, who we know from the TARC teams at Mt. Airy,

will join Ed for the pomp and circumstance culminating in

a ribbon cutting. The ribbon cutting “countdown” will be

announced by our very own Alan Williams.

As your President, I’m sure to be humbled and proud of

our model rocketry family as Ole Ed nips a few fingers

during the ribbon cutting. John and Mary McCoy and I

will be choking back tears of joy for Ole Ed as he shines

in his well-deserved moment of glory.

Have a happy spring with sunny, wind-free days for

launching.

King ZOG

NARCON Newbie Report
Article and photos by Chris Kidwell

I am a veteran of 15

NARAMs, but have never

been to NARCON before.

NARCON is the annual

convention, and is hosted

by a different section or

individuals each year. This

year the event was being

held at Cocoa Beach, Florida. Spending a winter weekend

in Florida was a rather compelling reason to go, but the

real draw for most people was the proximity to Kennedy

Space Center and Cape Canaveral Air Force Station.

I flew in to Orlando on Thursday night, picked my my

rental car, and pulled in to the International Palms Resort

and Conference Center an hour later. The hotel name

makes it sound like a really fancy place, but that wasn't

quite the case. Rooms were very basic and looked like

they hadn't been remodeled in 30 years or more. We didn't

come there for the rooms, so that wasn't a big deal.

On Friday, I spent the day at Kennedy Space Center. On

entering the facility, your attention is immediately drawn

to the the impressive outdoor rocket garden. Among the

rockets included: Juno, Mercury Redstone, Mercury Atlas,

Gemini Titan, and Saturn IB. All were in extremely good

condition, with fresh bright paint. Next, I took a walk

through the "Early Space Exploration" exhibit that covers

Mercury through Apollo. It was quite well done, with the

usual models and artifacts, plus space-themed cultural

items from the era. I then checked out the IMAX theater

and saw a 3D movie on the building of the International

Space Station. After a quick lunch at the Orbit Cafe, I

hopped on a bus for a tour of Pad 39A, with views of the

Vertical Assembly Building, and the new SLS launch
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tower under construction. The

tour ended at the Saturn V

building, where we were able to

gawk at the immense size of the

rocket while browsing many

informative displays.

After a quick dinner back at the

hotel, it was time for the actual

start ofNARCON: a dessert

reception, complete with

bluegrass band, in the History

Center of the Air Force Space &

Missile Museum at Cape Canaveral. The museum is a

large open room with space in the middle for tables and

chairs. Along the walls were displayed some 40 posters,

each showing a different launch pad, with details about

when the pad was in operation, and what rockets were

launched. Numerous models were also on display, along

with a full-size Super Loki Dart and launcher.

Saturday was the start of the conference portion of

NARCON. The banquet rooms at the hotel were setup to

run four different presentations simultaneously. Each

presentation was an hour long, with a 15-minute break in

between to allow time for socializing and browsing the

vendor stations. There were 3 sessions in the morning,

followed by a 2-hour lunch and 3 more sessions in the

afternoon. What follows are a few notes about each of the

sessions that I attended.

First up in the morning was a session by LOC

Precision on a new cloud-based software product

under development. Called RocQ, the goal is to

create an online database ofmodel and flight data.

It would allow users to record all of their launches,

and compare their flights with others. The

software can also integrate with launch operations

to handle registration and electronic flight cards. It

looks like a great concept, but they didn't have a

working demo to show. If you are interested in

beta testing, send an email to

RocQBetaTest@verizon.net.

The next session was by John Beans of Jolly Logic on new

developments in rocket electronics. He showed off the

Altimeter 3, which includesBlueTooth integration with

smart phones for displaying real-time status. Flight data

gets tagged with date/time, latitude/longitude, and ground

elevation. Another new product in development is the

Chute Release, a mechanical actuator to trigger opening of

main parachutes (or dethermalizing large chutes) at a

target altitude or flight duration. The current prototype is

made of aircraft aluminum and sized to fit inside a BT-70

tube. John didn't think there would be a big market for the

device, but the crowd definitely had other ideas and

begged him to release it ASAP. John ended with a vision

ofwhere the next giant leap in electronics will occur. By

combining GPS sensors with peer-to-peer network

capability, models will be able to announce their location,

and share that information with other sensors.

The last morning session was by Wes Oleszewski, aka Dr.

Zooch. He showed photos and news from Mercury

through Apollo, along with stories about growing up

during those times. The material presented was just a

small subset from his 6-book series that will be published

soon. With his flair for storytelling, this should be an

entertaining read.

Following the buffet launch in the main hotel banquet

room, we were treated to a panel discussion ofNASA

engineers: Bob Koenn, John Tribe, Lee Solid, and Roy

Tharpe. They recounted stories of their work experiences

on various programs ranging from Atlas to Space Shuttle.

When their hour was up, a collective sigh went out from

the audience as we realized the discussion had to end.

Next up was our own Mark Wise, who

presented on tips and techniques for

Research and Development

competition. Mark drew on his

experience at judging R&D to share

recommendations on choosing projects,

conducting research, writing the report,

and making the oral presentation. He

also called on Matt Steele, Allison and

Tim VanMilligan to share their thoughts

from the contestant perspective.

The next session was by Marc Lavigne, who recounted his

experience being in the blockhouse at pad 17A as a Delta

II rocket exploded 1600 feet overhead. One large piece of

debris landed on the cable track that connected the

blockhouse to the pad, ignited the cables, and sent smoke

into the blockhouse. After an hour, Marc and his
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colleagues were finally able to leave the blockhouse see

the devastation all around them. Marc's talk was followed

by a slideshow of photos of the launch, explosion, and

aftermath.

The final presentation I attended was by Matt Steele on

future launch vehicles by NASA and various commercial

projects. NASA's SLS system is currently building

hardware components, and plants to start flight testing in

late 2014 or early 2015. It will use 5-segment SRBs,

compared to the 4-segment used on the Shuttle, with a

core section similar to the Shuttle external tank. Other

projects discussed were the Air Launch System (Pegasus-

style rocket suspended between two 747 fuselages on a

common wing), Stratolaunch System (3x bigger than

Pegasus), Falcon, and others.

Activities on Saturday were capped with a dinner at the

hotel. Following dinner, there was a roundtable discussion

with three former astronauts. Bob Cabana, 4-time Shuttle

astronaut and current director of the Kennedy Space

Center led the panel. Other members were spacewalker

Winston Scott and space scientist Sam Durrance, veterans

of two Space Shuttle missions each. The panelists had not

previously met each other, and they seemed thrilled to

share their stories with each other and the audience.

Sunday morning was the NAR Town Hall meeting, but I

did not attend. For the afternoon activity, we boarded 2

buses and headed to Cape Canaveral for a special tour

narrated by volunteers from the Air Force Space & Missile

Museum. We got to walk around Pad 34 where the Apollo

I accident occurred, and Apollo 7 was later launched.

From the bus, we

were able to see

many other launch

pads, as well as the

Beach House where

the astronauts

would stay before

launches. It was

amazing how our

guide could keep up a running commentary with details

about each location, all from memory. The next stop

was the rather nondescript Hangar R. Inside was a large

collection of newly restored rockets, missiles, and jets,

awaiting distribution to other museums. Among the

artifacts included: Redstone, Jupiter, Polaris, Bomarc,

Snark, and Blue Scout. The last stop on the tour was the

main building of the museum, housed inside the

blockhouse at Launch Complex 26 where Explorer I was

launched. The firing room inside the blockhouse is

furnished with much of the original equipment that was

used there from 1956 - 1963. Outside the museum were

numerous artifacts from the era on display, including

Honest John, Minuteman I, Titan I, Arcas launcher, and

Titan locomotive. More details about the museum are

available on

their web site at

www.afspacem

useum.org.

Finally it was

time to head

home and return

to the reality of

winter in DC. Trip Barber and Jonathan Rains both had

flights cancelled to National and BWI airports due to snow

in the forecast. Thankfully the flight to Dulles was on

schedule, so Mark Wise and I were able to get in ahead of

the snow. Overall, it was a very fun weekend, with lots of

different activities for all interests. As Mark Bundick put

it, "Best NARCON ever! "
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Ag Center Report

By Jennifer Ash-Poole

It was the end ofMarch, and

NARHAMS had not been able

to hold ONE club launch since

the beginning of the year.

Between the snow, mud, rain,

fields being closed, we were not

having any luck. After the Ag

Center launches were cancelled

half the time last year (due to

weather), I asked Mark Wise if

they would be open to a rain date of the next day

(Sunday). He agreed. And for the first one of the year, we

put that rain date to good use.

The original date was scheduled for March 22, but the

wind was going to be a factor. So Mark and I consulted,

and we agreed we could do a launch on that Sunday. It

was colder than Saturday, but the winds were half the

speed, and going in a better direction. Plus, with the

weather, we figured we had TARC teams that needed to

get some flying in.

Even after having everything set up by 10am, the first

flight didn’t go off until 11 :1 3am (according to Mark’s

notes.) We did have 2 schools there flying for TARC:

McNamara, and McKinley High. McKinley had 3 teams

going for qualification flights, and ALL of their flights

came in ballistic. We

checked out the engines, and

the ejection charge did go,

but they just wouldn’t push

that nosecone or payload off,

so the parachute could

deploy. McNamara did one

flight, and had a separation.

Even with epoxy, airplane

plywood, the ring came out

and took the bottom part

with it. They were just

practicing, so they had to go

figure out what was going on

before trying a qualified flight

the following weekend.

The Hendersons showed up with the

kids, and Dexter and Nick prepped in

the car before running out to launch.

They got quite a few flights up before

the kids were too cold and they went

home. Alex Mankevich, Tom Ha, Jim

Filler, Chris Greco, and Wayne

Humphries made use of the slow day

and got a few flights up. Tom was doing

TARC qualification duty for me as well.

He also decided he really couldn’t get

used to my new car, and one of his

rockets aimed for my new Jeep, but

missed. Jim Miers was there to help out

his TARC team.

In 6 hours, we had only 24 flights, but we could say “WE

FINALLY HAD A CLUB LAUNCH! !” Mark noted at the

end of the day, we didn’t have ONE misfire all day. We

celebrated by getting something warm at the Starbucks

before heading home.

Engine Count

1/4A -1

B –9

C –7

D –4

E –1

F -3

Princess Bubbles mans the check-in table,

which was lightly used. (photo by Jim Filler)

The peanut gallery observes TARC flights.

(photo by JenniferAsh-Poole)

The away pads saw the most use by the

TARC teams. (photo by Jim Filler)
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NARHAMS at NARCON 201 4
Mark Wise

Cape Canaveral. Kennedy Space Center. Florida in

February. There just wasn’t a downside to going to

NARCON this year! It made for a nice few days away,

and the technical sessions, tours, and social activities were

well worth the trip.

I flew down from Dulles on Wednesday, February 26th.

Dulles is probably my least-favorite airport in the Western

Hemisphere, but I was using frequent-flyer miles, and I

had to take what I could get. I’d agreed to split a room

and rental car with NAR Trustee Randy Gilbert, so we met

up at the airport and headed to Cocoa Beach through a

raging downpour. Fortunately, the weather only got better

throughout the weekend.

I’d flown down early for

the NAR Board meeting,

which began on Thursday

morning. You can read the

minutes on the NAR

website, so I won’t repeat

all the details here. I do

want to thank Tom Ha

publicly for simplifying the

Treasurer’s Report so that I

can generally understand it.

It was a monumental task,

but it paid off in allowing

newer board members (me among them) to do more than

nod our heads and pretend we understood the NAR

financials. Great job, Tom!

We wrapped up a few final Board items on Friday

morning before Pat McCarthy, the NARCON event

director, drove us out to Cape Canaveral Air Force Station

and Kennedy Space Center for a tour. Pat obviously has

some impressive contacts along the Space Coast, because

our first major stop was a guided tour of the Morrell

Operations Center, the Air Force launch control building.

Here, the 45th Space Wing provides launch control for all

Atlas V, Delta IV, Falcon 9, and Trident II launch vehicles,

along with payload support for GPS and other military

satellites. Air Force personnel in the building also provide

range support for NASA and SpaceX launches through the

45th Weather Squadron and the surprisingly young Air

Force officers who push the destruct button if a booster

goes awry. It’s a secure facility, so a tour is a rare event.

Needless to say, we had to leave our cameras and phones

in Pat’s van.

We continued the tour, with Pat pointing out the historic

buildings and the launch complexes, finally arriving at

Pad 39A, launch site for so many historic missions. It’s

still configured for shuttle launches, while Pad 39B is

being reconfigured for the Space Launch System. We all

walked right up to the fence, taking care to avoid the fire

ant nests, and took photos to our heart’s content. From

there we drove past the Vehicle Assembly Building to the

Shuttle Landing Facility, which is definitely not a stop on

any public tour. We had the rare privilege of standing on

the SLF runway. NASA has emplaced small monuments

beside the runway at the wheel-stop point of every

orbiter’s final flight, and engraved a

marker at the point on the runway where

the nosewheels came to rest. Pat took us

to the STS-1 35 wheel stop point, marking

the end of the shuttle program, and we

happily snapped pictures. On the way

out, we drove past the Mate-Demate

Device where orbiters were lifted from

the 747 carrier aircraft, usually after

returning from a landing at Edwards Air

Force Base. No longer needed, the MDD

is scheduled for demolition later this year.

We motored back to the hotel to pick up

our registration packets and mingle with other guests as

they began to arrive. The first official event ofNARCON

was the Friday evening reception at the Air Force Space

and Missile History Center. The NARCON team provided

dessert and live music, and I enjoyed checking out the

exhibits. Each launch complex had its own small exhibit

along the walls, and one of the volunteers had created a

model rocketry exhibit for the museum’s collection. Of

course, you can’t find a more knowledgeable crowd of

museum-goers than a bunch of rocketeers, and it was only

to be expected that Bob Alway would find a mistake in the

Launch Complex 37 display.

Of course, Saturday was the main event, and I got started

early. After two disastrous breakfasts at the hotel on

Thursday and Friday, Randy and I crossed the street to

Denny’s – sometimes I’m a slow learner.

Marker alongside the runway where STS-135

came to rest. Photo by Randy Gilbert
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Four technical sessions ran simultaneously at any given

time, so the smart conventioneer studied the schedule in

advance. Even so, I had to make tough choices as each

session began.

I was a bit late for the first session, so I slipped in quietly

and sat in the back. Dave Mohr ofD&E Propulsion &

Power Systems gave us “A Short History of Space Shuttle

Main Engine Development and the Tribulations ofOther

Real-World Rocket Engines.” We’ve all read about the

challenges that Rocketdyne faced in building a reusable

human-rated rocket engine, but hearing about it from one

of the engineers who played a role in the SSME’s

development really made it come to life. He could have

continued for at least another hour, but time was short.

In the next hour, I listened to John Beans

of Jolly Logic as he brought us up to

date on what to expect in the coming

year. Following up on the successful

Altimeter One and Altimeter Two, the

yet-to-be-released Altimeter Three will

record altitude and acceleration, and

send the data down to an Android or

iPhone. What a great idea! There was

more, much more, but information was

coming at us thick and fast, and I’d left my notebook in

my hotel room. My suggestion is to check out Jolly

Logic’s web page for updates.

During the 11 :00 block, I sat in on Randy Boadway’s open

forum for section leaders and people interested in forming

a new section. Randy, the NAR Section Activities chair,

discussed NAR section grants, chartering and re-

chartering, range equipment, and outreach. Of course, I

compared his talk to the sorts of things we’re already

doing in NARHAMS, and I must say we’re in pretty good

shape!

The NARCON team set us up with a great discussion

panel for lunch. Bob Koenn, one of the NARCON 2014

team and a retired NASA engineer, moderated a panel with

John Tribe and Roy Tharpe, two local legendary figures.

Bob, John, and Roy all told great stories, but the most

memorable was John Tribe talking about the Fire. (If you

have to ask, “Which fire?” you need to brush up on your

history.) He was on the RCS console in the blockhouse at

Launch Complex 34 that Friday evening in January 1967.

It was by no means a humorous story, but a great reminder

that space travel was, and is, a risky business.

I presented my talk immediately after lunch. I spoke about

the NAR Research and Development event from a judge’s

perspective, with helpful hints for competitors. The

session was pretty well-attended, and I was particularly

gratified to have Vern and Gleda Estes in the audience.

Having never actually competed in R&D, I invited some

competitors to the session to share their thoughts. Matt

Steele, Tim Van Milligan, and Allison Van Milligan all

discussed recent projects of theirs. To my mind, the

important take-aways from the session were 1 ) Do your

research, 2) Don’t let A division become P (for Parent)

division, 3) Practice your presentation.

NARHAMS Vice-President Frank

Panek delivered one of the final

sessions of the day, talking about the

Civil Air Patrol, its rocketry

program, and how we as NAR

members can help. Frank is the

Deputy Commander for Cadets of

the Martinsburg Composite

Squadron of the Civil Air Patrol, and

he spoke well on the relationships

that we can build between NAR and CAP, particularly

involving TARC. The chair of the NAR Education

Committee and the liaison between NAR and CAP were

both in the audience, and their presence helped make for

an interesting discussion.

Of course, NARCON wouldn’t be NARCON without the

vendors. Matt Steele represented North Coast Rocketry.

Randy Boadway was there with eRockets, and some of the

bigger guys were there, too, particularly Apogee and LOC

Precision. DFR

Technologies, a

newer kid on the

block, is doing

some interesting

things with 3-D

printing, which

they use to good

effect on their

Atlas V, Delta II,

and Delta IV kits.

Frank Panek speaking on Civil Air Patrol

and rocketry. Photo by Randy Gilbert

The vendor room.

Photo by Randy Gilbert
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Saturday’s official events

closed with the banquet.

Somehow, I got seated at the

head table with Bob Cabana,

the director ofKennedy Space

Center, veteran of four Shuttle

flights (STS-41 , 53, 65, and

88), and a fellow Minneapolis

native. Maybe it was the

Minnesota connection; I don’t

know. At any rate, dinner was

quite pleasant, and the after-

dinner panel was fantastic.

Mr. Cabana joined fellow

astronauts Sam Durrance and

Winston Scott for a panel discussion/storytelling session.

Listening to these gentlemen tell their stories and answer

questions from the audience was a highlight of the

weekend.

Of course, there’s always a “party after the party,” if you

know where to look. I located a table in the hotel bar

occupied by a Famous Rocketeer, another NAR Trustee, a

Big-Time Competitor, and a Rocket Dad. Being invited to

join their discussion felt a bit like being invited to sit at

the cool kids’ table for lunch. You can keep up with the

Rocketry Forum, follow the NAR Facebook page, and

join a Yahoo group or two, but it’s hard to beat a face-to-

face conversation over beer for honest discussion!

NAR President Ted Cochran hosted the Town Hall on

Sunday morning. The NAR is doing well, with more

members than ever, and we’re in good financial shape.

Our priorities continue to be flight safety, outreach,

support to sections, and increasing the size of the

organization. (More members = more member

services! ) There are plenty of opportunities to

volunteer, which you can find on the NAR website.

Ted spoke extensively on flight safety, reminding us

that too many rockets that should not be flown get

flown anyway. Another concern is trajectory

management – where will a rocket, particularly a large

rocket, go if the recovery system fails? Of course, power

lines and fire prevention must be considered. Keep away

from power lines, and call the local utility if a rocket gets

stuck in them. Prevent fires by clearing the area around

the pads, use blast deflectors,

and keep the fire-fighting

equipment handy. (Note: I

would add that we all should

know how to use the fire-

fighting equipment. There are

definitely right and wrong

ways to fight fires, and we

don’t want anyone getting

hurt.)

Sunday wrapped up with an

optional tour of the Cape

Canaveral Air Force Station. Our

first major stop was at Launch

Complex 34, which stands as a

memorial to the Apollo 1 crew. We swung through LC16,

where the manned Mercury-Atlas flights were launched,

and where the blockhouse has been restored and converted

into a conference center. We also toured the restored

blockhouse at LC5, site of the manned Mercury-Redstone

launches, and walked through the grounds looking at a

variety of rockets on display.

I wouldn’t have minded staying another day and going on

the Kennedy Space Center tour, but I did have to get back

to the office eventually. Still, I enjoyed my four days on

the Space Coast, and I look forward to an excuse to go

back there soon.

Shuttle pilot Bob Cabana, payload specialist Sam

Durrance, and EVA astronaut Winston Scott holding the

audience spellbound at the banquet. Photo by Randy

Gilbert

Vern and Gleda being greeted like rock stars at the

Friday social. Photo by Randy Gilbert
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Interview with Jim Barrowman - Part 1
at the home of Don and Luly Carson,

Lake Gaston, NC Sept 201 3

(Editor's note: We will bring you the complete

interview over the next few issues. )

Don: We will start offwith our first question: What got

you started in model rocketry?

Jim: Well, you know, I was a professional in sounding

rockets, I did aerodynamics and flight performance

calculations for NASA sounding rockets. I was a little

frustrated that I couldn't actually be a part of the flying of

the sounding rockets because my part was doing the

analysis and other guys parts were to build and fly them.

So, when I found out about model rocketry it gave me a

chance. I used to be an airplane modeler before I went to

college, so it was kind of a natural thing for me to try out

model rocketry and I found it was a lot of fun.

D: What was your role in NARHAMS early on?

J: I was put in contact with Ed Pearson by Howard

Galloway. When I went to work for NASA, Howard was

my first boss in sounding rockets. Ed told me where the

meetings were. I thought I would give it a try. Pretty

quickly, it became apparent that they needed a senior

advisor, and I was senior enough, 23 years old, to be their

senior advisor and so I said, “Oh Hell, I'll do that.” That

was really my role, I was the senior advisor.

It also became apparent that their meetings were very ad

hoc and they didn't really have much organization to them.

They would go around and around and waste a lot of time

talking about stuffwithout doing anything. I'd had some

experience with Robert's Rules ofOrder and running

small meetings. So I said, “What the heck, let's try and

instill a little discipline in this whole process.” Of course

the first thing you have to do is have a set of bylaws. I got

the guys thinking about what they would like to have in

the way of bylaws, and actually, the neat thing was, there

were a lot of smart young men and women in that club.

They came up with a decent set of bylaws and I played

with it a little bit myself and they adopted the set of

bylaws. Along they way, I had been teaching them how to

apply Robert’s Rules ofOrder and that worked out well.

Ed was a natural at doing that kind of stuff and he

actually, more recently, in the last year or so, when we

were talking about the early days ofNARHAMS, he said

it was a revelation to him that you could actually get a

group of kids like that to organize around a set of bylaws

and using Robert's Rules ofOrder to make decisions and

go forward. It never even occurred to me at the time that it

was an unusual or interesting or unique thing. It was just

kind ofwhat I did.

So that was my big role – senior advisor and get them

organized so that they were in a position to move on. And

the other thing that Ed said recently was that he thought

that the club continued to exist to this day because they

had those bylaws and had an organization about the club

that a lot of other clubs just never had.

D: Okay, cool, and when was that?

J: Ah, um…[Judy: The first Friday in December of 1965.]

D: That pegs it pretty specifically, what are some names

from the earliest, the men and women, boys and girls that

were in the club?

J: Ed Pearson, of course,

Ed was one of the big

leaders of that club, and

has been for many years

and continued to be.

Paul Conner, Jan

Blickenstaff, [Ju: Was

Sheila Duck involved

that early?] Not that

early, she came a little

bit later, girls kind of

came and went. Other than Sheila, who came into the club

later, stayed. Most of them didn’t stay very long. [Ju:

What about Carl Kratzer?] Well, Carl and his brother [Ju:

Steve] Steve Kratzer and Carl was a real leader too. It was

interesting, and the club still does this for some strange

reason, you know, Ed and a bunch of the other guys were

from Maryland to the east ofWashington, DC and another

large contingent was from west ofDC and we ended up

meeting, literally in the middle, at a library on Connecticut

Ave. just north ofDC.[Ju: Mark Mercer?] , Yeah Mark

Mercer was there, Bob Singer, Steve Kranish [Ju: Was

Andy Elliot there then?] No, Andy came a little later, but

he was an early one [D: Doug Frost? Ju: Doug Frost was

definitely there] Doug was there. [Ju: Rusty somebody or

other, I can't remember his last name] yes, Rusty, I can’t

remember his last name but I remember Rusty.

NARAM 1.5 picture from Jim

Barrowman collection.

(slide damaged in flood)
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We had a group of delinquents, a fellow named John

Conners, [Ju: Doug Frost] No, I didn't think Doug was in

that crowd. He was a free spirit, there was no question

about it, in his own way, but they all were, each in there

own way. Dick Geldoffwas one.

I don’t think Jim Philman was there yet but he and his dad

showed up pretty much… [D: Jim came in about when I

did. He had a club in Rockville that folded][Ju: and Phil

Barnes] yeah, they all came in later on. Those are the

names that really stick in my mind. There are others, I’d

have to look up. There was that guy now living on

Assateague. He was there as a young, real little guy, he

was a young, maybe in grade school, not even in Junior

High School, he still writes to me -Ted Coughlin. Bruce

Blackistone was another

member, even at the

beginning, and he was

one of the more

memorable characters in

the club for his unique

ways of things, his

songs, his poetry, the

different kind ofmodels

he would build, he was

neat.

D: So there wasn’t any work connect to the club,

sponsorship ofthe club or anything like that?

J: No, not at all. I mean there was connection relative to

my involvement. But really the connection was Howard

Galloway. Howard was my boss when I first went to work

in Sounding Rockets and that was in my junior year in

college. I was a co-op student at Goddard while I was

going to college in Cincinnati. Howard was already

involved, deeply involved in model rocketry, and he had

been a girl scout leader. He and Dottie both worked with

the girl scouts, so he was the kind of a person who enjoyed

doing that sort of thing. He put together the Star Spangled

Banner (SSB) section and by the time I knew him, he lived

in Severna Park, close to Annapolis. Jim Kukowski who

also worked at Goddard, in the Public Affairs Office, and

spent a lot of his time doing education programs-type

work. Jim had a club over in Rockville, the Rockville

Rocketeers? Howard said that NARHAMS was a good

group but was in need of adult supervision. I think it was

he that pushed me in that direction to go get involved with

them. An interesting story about Howard, before we talk

too much more about Howard and Dottie as a pair.

It was before my time by a year or two, but the story goes

that Jim Kukowski of the Education Programs Office

invited Harry Stine go give a talk at Goddard. Howard got

wind of it and confronted Harry as part of his presentation.

Howard was very upset because Harry was flying these

rockets with kids and putting them in danger. He thought

that this was very bad thing. Harry very quickly taught

Howard what the realities ofmodel rockets really were,

that they were actually an attempt to provide a safe activity

for young kids not a basement bomber thing [Ju: Not the

blow your fingers off] Right. And that they were looking

for a way to avoid that kind of thing by using nonmetallic

parts and the whole bit. So he made an acolyte ofHoward

who then just kind ofwent forward from there. So it was

interesting to have Howard steaming mad going up on

stage confronting Harry Stine early in the game.

There was another connection to work. We went to a

seminar out at Big Meadows on Skyline Drive area where

there was a group of rocketeers that got together. These

were professional rocketeers. The lead speaker and kind of

the initiator of the whole thing was John Nicolaides, who

worked at the Naval Research Lab, and had a quite a

strong background in aerodynamics and flight dynamics.

Howard talked me into doing a couple of different things

including building some rockets and taking them to that

activity and showing Nicolaides, who again, anyone who's

in the field would recognize the name. Nicolaides was

totally enthralled by the idea of these small rockets that

kids could build. Professionally, Nicolaides was a

proponent of a technique for dispersing small bombs from

a single canister. They use what is called a Magnus rotor

which is essentially an airfoil, a double sided airfoil with

two plates on the end. I built a couple Magnus rotors that I

flew in a rocket and popped them out and watched how

they came down. I did a little mini R&D thing about long

the rotor had to be vs. the diameter of the endplates. He

was impressed because we were using model rocketry

then, not just for fun and games, but for real research.

Of course then over the long haul, we can talk about that

later, that a lot ofmy work spilled over into rocketry when

it came to calculating the Center of Pressure (CP) of

rockets.

(Part 2 coming next month)

Bruce Blackistone at NARAM 13

prepping his C BG Entry

From the Tom Lyon Collection
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News leaked out at

NARCON through a

variety of sources that NASA is quietly preparing

fallback plans for near term access to the

International Space Station (ISS). Rising costs for

Russian-supplied launch services to the ISS and

growing instability in the Russian-Ukraine region

have NASA scrambling to find alternate hardware for

getting crews to and from the orbiting laboratory. Not

the first time the brain trust has found themselves in

this situation, they are on the ninth iteration of plans

for getting to outer space.

We have pieced together bits and pieces from NASA

astronauts, working level engineers and curators of

hardware around the country. No one would go on

record about this behind the scenes development but

what surfaces is

a low cost,

quick reaction

plan using

existing, proven

hardware to get

crews to and

from the ISS.

First considered and then discarded were a number of

options to revive the Space Shuttle program. Each

option proposed was costlier than the last. The major

cost drivers were reported to be two fold.

First, the companies the built the Space Shuttle are

still around and are very, very expensive. The second

driver, concerns the workforce employed to fly the

Shuttle. The good news is they are largely

unemployed and therefor, available. The bad news is

that in number, they rival the entire population of

Spain – again very expensive.

The fatal flaw in the Shuttle options, however, was

the fact that every orbiter had been given away to

curry political

favor and each

one has become a

huge revenue

generator for the

private sector.

Getting them

back was, as they

say, a nonstarter.

These issues themselves pointed to an elegant

solution. Find launch vehicles built by companies

that are no longer in business and were flown by

people who are now no longer alive.

The folks at KSC

had only to walk out

their back door to

find the first batch of

launch vehicles

sitting in the Rocket

Garden at the

Visitor's Complex.

A quick hop on the tour

bus led to an

excellently preserved

Saturn V.

JSC and MSFC are next to

lose their Saturn V's. JSC had

no room to complain for they

never built any of that

hardware. Marshall's

working level team

are sad to see the old

rocket go, but they are

rocketeers at heart

and know that the Saturns were built to fly.

NASA
Back Up
Strategy
for Access
to Space

(Photo courtesy ofNASA)

(Photo courtesy of IMDB) (Photo courtesy ofNASA)

(Photo courtesy ofC. Kidwell)

(Photo courtesy ofC. Kidwell)

(Photo courtesy ofNASA)

(Photo courtesy ofNASA)
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Spare parts are a concern with

this plan. There are a few F-1

engines around. There are

more than one would think, the

Atlantic sea floor is littered

with them.

A little refurb and

they will be ready to

go. It has only come to

light recently that Jeff

Bezos's search to

recover the spent F-1 s

was actually a NASA-

funded effort in

support of Plan 9.

Next on the list are the venerable

Saturn IB's. KSC's one is a beauty and

MSFC's is stacked and ready to go.

NASA needs more vehicles than the stock of Saturns

provides. They next turned to the Smithsonian's

National Air and Space Museum (NASM), or as it is

called, the

nation's attic.

Misunderstanding

the scope of this

project NASM

offered up this

Jupiter engine.

Upon realizing the

magnitude of the Plan 9

program, they offered this

vintage CCCP SS-20

ICBM.[CCCP] NASM

had to roll over as NASA

re-acquired their flight

proven M2-F3 Lift Body

vehicle, Mercury, Gemini,

and Apollo capsules and

service module and some

Russian Soyuz hardware.

NASA also cleaned out the missile pit.

(Photo C. Kidwell)

(Photos courtesy ofBezos
Expeditions)

(Photo courtesy ofNASM)

(Photo courtesy ofNASM)

(Photo courtesy ofNASM)

(Photos courtesy ofNASA)
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Seen here,

future launch

vehicles have

been moved

outside to down

in front of the

Arts and

Industries

Building in

preparation for

transport to

Florida.

Satisfying the nation's need for launch vehicles

required NASA to look beyond the nation's attic.

Squirreled

away in

Hutchinson,

KS, at the

Cosmosphere

and Space

Center, are

two primo

vehicles, a

Gemini-Titan

and a

Mercury-

Redstone.

They will be the first to go. Who will miss them?

Who even knows where Hutchinson, KS is?

In keeping with the cost saving strategy of Plan 9,

NASA will need to re-employ a few engineers and

technicians that know how to prepare and launch

these “elder” rockets. Counting on the fact there there

are so few of them left and that, as retirees, they will

work for the love and glory of the job, workforce

costs can be contained.

To assist in

locating

qualified

personnel, the

Agency has

begun

circulating

photographs of

candidates on

AARP and

Ancestry.com websites.

Keep an eye out out for

new developments as

more details of

NASA's Plan 9 come

to light.

(Photo courtesy ofNASA)
(Photo courtesy ofNASM)

(Photos courtesy ofNASA)

(Photo courtesy ofNASA)

(Photo courtesy ofKansas Cosmosphere

and Space Center)

(Photos courtesy ofNASA)
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NARHAMS Builds at the HobbyTown USA
Grand Reopening in Frederick

King Zog

A small but mighty force ofNARHAMSters attended

the Grand Reopening of the HobbyTown USA in

Frederick, Maryland on Sunday March 16, 2014.

Their new location is at 454 Prospect Blvd. in

Fredrick, not far from the Ledos. We were invited to

host a build session for youngsters as part of their

three-day grand reopening gala.

Tom Ha, Richard Crisco and John Stalnaker joined

me at the store. We set up a display ofmodel rockets,

a NARHAMS banner and a NARHAMS sign to go

along with the build supplies that we had brought.

The store made available some Estes Educator

models at the low price of $6 per kit for the store

customers to purchase. HobbyTown USA had

already set up five tables for us to use for our build

session in a spacious area to the left of the stores as

you walk in. HobbyTown USA also provided a “new

store smell” to excite our senses.

We took turns at helping the kids build their rockets.

We ended up helping about a half dozen kids between

1 pm to 4 pm. We also met some folks who seemed

pleased to know that a model rocket club was nearby.

One fellow already contacted Alex announcing his

intention to bring his scouts to our May launch at Old

National Pike Park.

When we weren’t assisting the kids, we built some of

our own models. John took on an egg-lofter model.

Alex earned the respect and awe of his fellow club

members by fearlessly undertaking the construction

of a skill level one kit. Tom, Richard and John all

addressed Alex using hushed, respectful tones for the

remainder of the day.

The highlight of the day for me was to hear the

stories Tom told about the recent NARCON in Cocoa

Beach, Florida. Tom regaled us with tales of

listening to the astronauts talk and of visiting the

Kennedy Space Center where he stormed the chain

link fence surrounding the historic pad 39B to get

unobstructed photos of the pad. Tom also got to

stand on the Space Shuttle runway right next to the

plaque denoting where the final Space Shuttle

mission had come to its final stop.

This ended up being a low-stress, very manageable

event for us. We enjoyed talking all the rocketry

stuff. We were also pleased to maintain good contact

with the store by our efforts to enhance their grand

reopening. Alex left several NARHAMS flyers and

membership applications in the store’s rocket section.

NARHAMS CALENDAR Next 3 months

Apr 5 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting: A Helicopter building session (Jim Filler) College Park, MD

Apr 6 12 – 5 pm Rockville Science Day Rockville, MD

Apr 6 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD

Apr 19 12 – 4 pm Sport launch: Easter egg spot landing (Maria Ha) Mt. Airy, MD

May 3 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting: Fly It/Take It building session (Maria Ha) College Park, MD

May 4 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch, 55th anniversary ofGSFC Greenbelt, MD

May 10 7 am – 5 pm TARC Finals The Plains, VA

May 17 12 – 4 pm Sport launch: military rockets (Alex Mankevich) Mt. Airy, MD

Jun 1 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD

Jun 7 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting: Radio controlled glider discussion (open) College Park, MD

Jun 21 -22 9 am – 5 pm Sport launch and ECRM-41 Mt. Airy, MD

Events: A PD, A SD, A HD, A RG, Concept Scale, OSL (Jim Filler)

Jun 26 12 – 4 pm Ag Center launch (Jennifer Ash-Poole and Mark Wise) Westminster, MD




